
The Best Natural Gas & Electricity Solutions for Your Needs

Energy Independence. More Choice. Less Waste.

Reduce & Control
Your Energy Budget

For two decades, Energy Professionals
has helped more than 25,000 businesses
in North America find the best Natural
Gas & Electricity suppliers for their needs.

www.energyprofessionals.com

Energy Procurement & Deregulation

Procurement

Energy Procurement refers to the identification and sourcing of Natural Gas and
Electricity contracts that best suit your individual business needs and budget.  Energy
deregulation, or the deregulation of energy, refers to the Energy Policy Act of 1992, an act
that approved the wholesale and competitive trade of Natural Gas and Electricity. 
 

Today, with hundreds of energy suppliers competing for the best energy pricing,
procuring energy presents businesses with options for significant savings, but can also
present challenges unlike other goods or services.  As we undergo technology-driven
energy shifts, in order to adequately analyze your best energy opportunities, maximize
your savings and reduce waste, there are many more thing to consider than a price
comparison. 
 

A comprehensive understanding of the relationships between forward price dynamics,
your energy patterns project over time and historical energy markets technicals and
fundamentals is invaluable when you're looking to procure the best Natural Gas and
Electricity pricing and product options. 
 

For two-decades, Energy Professionals experts have helped thousands of companies in
North America save thousands and even millions of dollars through our outstanding
energy procurement services.



A Leading Retail Chain
Saves $1.1 Million Per
Year

Demand Response
Backup Generation & Batteries
Energy Intelligence
Solar & Renewable Energy Solutions
Energy Efficiency 
Bill Auditing & Expense Management
HVAC New Life Restoration
Microgrid Design & Implementation
 

Who Qualifies For Energy Procurement?

Results
Allowing Energy Professionals to procure the
best Natural Gas or Electric contract, you can
expect:

Reduction of your monthly energy bills
by an average of 15-20%.

Complete energy budget control &
prediction.

Fixed Natural Gas and Electricity
pricing

Full access to cutting-edge energy in
efficiency & renewable energy
solutions.

Not every state and county is open to deregulation. States that currently qualify for
Energy Procurement are:

California 
Connecticut
Washington DC
Delaware
Illinois
Massachusetts

Maryland
Michigan
Montana 
New Hampshire
New Jersey 
New York

Ohio
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Texas

Through Energy Procurement, Energy
Professionals realized savings of $1.1
Million dollars per year on Natural Gas
& Electric costs across four
distribution centers and 820 store
fronts. 

Other Core Solutions:



About Energy Professionals
Founded in 1999, Energy Professionals is one of North America's leading energy
consultants working with commercial customers to reduce and control their energy
budgets. We build client-specific, comprehensive energy strategies that factor in our
clients' goals and objectives. Utilizing our extensive network of suppliers, energy
efficiency experts and renewable energy partners, we bring the most effective, efficient
and innovative technologies to the table. We offer both focused solutions to a specific
issue and broad plans to address long-term growth, paving the way for energy
independence, providing more choice and less waste.

Energy Professionals, LLC. 1315 Cleveland Street, Clearwater, Florida 33755

Contact
1 (844) 674-5465

info@energyprofessionals.com

www.energyprofessionals.com

The Energy Professionals Difference

“Alex and the team at Energy
Professionals was able to get me a 3
year fixed rate on a new electricity
contract, giving me more leverage in
my operating budget to bring on new
employees.” - Ohio Plant Manager

We Can Help Any
Business of Any Size


